Tactile exploration of virtual objects for blind and sighted people: the role of beta 1 EEG band in sensory substitution and supramodal mental mapping
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Campus C, Brayda L, De Carli F, Chellali R, Famà F, Bruzzo C, Lucagrossi L, Rodriguez G. Tactile exploration of virtual objects for blind and sighted people: the role of beta 1 EEG band in sensory substitution and supramodal mental mapping. J Neurophysiol 107: 2713–2729, 2012. First published February 15, 2012; doi:10.1152/jn.00624.2011.—The neural correlates of exploration and cognitive mapping in blindness remain elusive. The role of visuo-spatial pathways in blind vs. sighted subjects is still under debate. In this preliminary study, we investigate, as a possible estimation of the activity in the visuo-spatial pathways, the EEG patterns of blind and blindfolded-sighted subjects during the active tactile construction of cognitive maps from virtual objects compared with rest and passive tactile stimulation. Ten blind and ten matched, blindfolded-sighted subjects participated in the study. Events were defined as moments when the finger was only stimulated (passive stimulation) or the contour of a virtual object was touched (during active exploration). Event-related spectral power and coherence perturbations were evaluated within the beta 1 band (14–18 Hz). They were then related to a subjective cognitive-load estimation required by the explorations (namely, perceived levels of difficulty (PLD)). We found complementary cues for sensory substitution and spatial processing in both groups: both blind and sighted subjects showed, while exploring, late power decreases and early power increases, potentially associated with motor programming and touch, respectively. The latter involved occipital areas only for blind subjects (long-term plasticity) and only during active exploration, thus supporting tactile-to-visual sensory substitution. In both groups, coherences emerged among the fronto-central, centro-parietal, and occipito-temporal derivations associated with visuo-spatial processing. This seems in accordance with mental map construction involving spatial processing, sensory-motor processing, and working memory. The observed involvement of the occipital regions suggests that a substitution process also occurs in sighted subjects. Only during explorations did coherence correlate positively with PLD for both groups and in derivations, which can be related to visuo-spatial processing, supporting the existence of supramodal spatial processing independently of vision capabilities.

COGNITIVE MAPPING, THAT IS, gathering, encoding, storing, and retrieving spatial information, is fundamental in everyday tasks. This is true when mapping spaces near and far from the body, for example, in manipulation and navigation, respectively. Both sighted and nonsighted people have shown such abilities using various sensory modalities (Kupers et al. 2010; Seemungal et al. 2007). It has been found that specific brain areas, including the hippocampus, posterior mesial lobe, and posterior parietal, occipital, and infero-temporal cortices, play an important role in spatial processing (Bird and Burgess 2008; Ekstrom et al. 2003; Kravitz et al. 2011; Latini-Corazzini et al. 2010; Maguire et al. 1998; Wascher et al. 2009). Spatial cues are sometimes unavailable, unfamiliar, or confusing when a real environment is explored. In such cases, useful supplementary, prior information can be obtained from tactile maps. The sense of touch has been shown to be effective for exploring maps of real (Picard et al. 2009) and virtual (Lahav and Mioduser 2008) environments. The representation of space through maps is particularly important for and preserved in visually impaired and blind individuals (Fortin et al. 2008; Loomis et al. 1993; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet 1997). However, the neural correlates of mental mapping in blindness and their dependence on the sensory modality remain elusive.

The sense of touch is able to carry information normally acquired through vision. In fact, during tactile cognitive tasks, activations have been observed in the visual cortex of blind people (Bavelier and Neville 2002; Burton et al. 2002a; b; Cohen et al. 1997; Kriegseis et al. 2006; Kujala et al. 1997; Lewis et al. 2010; Merabet and Pascual-Leone 2010), as well as in sighted subjects (Amedi et al. 2010; Deibert et al. 1999; Deshpande et al. 2008; Hartmann et al. 2008; Kägi et al. 2010; Reed et al. 2004, 2005; Sathian 2005; Stoecckel et al. 2003). This transfer of sensory information from one sense to another (e.g., touch to vision) is called sensory substitution (Bach-y-Rita and Kercel 2003; Visell 2009). This phenomenon can link sensory information to cognitive representations. In the case of touch-to-vision sensory substitution, tactile cues can potentially convey the content of images or more abstract representations, such as maps, possibly eliciting visuo-spatial processing.

However, the mechanisms that could elicit a visuo-spatial representation from a tactile stimulation are necessarily complex, because discovering an object with touch implies the stimulation of several types of mechanoreceptors (Dahiya et al. 2010), continuous motor programming and proprioception (Fiehler and Rösler 2010), and hypothesis generation and testing in the working memory (Kupers et al. 2010). Classical visual neuroscience (Goodale et al. 1991) hypothesizes that there are two distinct streams—one dorsal and one ventral—for cortical visual processing. The more recent “three streams” hypothesis (Kravitz et al. 2011) considers projections from the occipital cortex to the prefrontal and premotor cortices and a projection to the medial temporal lobe. These three pathways seem to support different types of visuo-spatial processing and...
are thought to be, respectively, related to spatial working memory ("Where"), visually guided action ("How"), and object recognition ("What").

However, whether this scheme applies equally to blind and sighted people remains a matter of debate. If that were the case, the streams would reflect cognitive processes less necessarily linked with vision only. Then, these processes could also be triggered by other modalities, possibly through an underlying sensory substitution. To verify this hypothesis, one expects to find neurophysiological measures also in a tactile spatial processing task, possibly reflecting activations in the visual cortex. This should occur only when tactile stimulation is linked to a meaningful spatial representation. One also expects that visuo-spatial pathways would be involved when elicited by touch, similarly as reported for visual information processing. Additional, nonphysiological parameters, e.g., reflecting subjective cognitive load during spatial exploration, may be coupled with physiological patterns related to the pathways, thus reinforcing the hypothesis. To better clarify whether the streams rely on existing visual-learned patterns, i.e., whether vision is involved in the tactile-stimulus processing aimed to the construction of cognitive maps, one should observe similar phenomena in sighted as well as in early blind subjects. If these expectations are met, one might argue that tactile stimulation can, under certain circumstances, activate supramodal brain circuits (Amedi et al. 2010).

In this vein, functional MRI data showed overlapping activation patterns in the dorsal stream (Fiehler et al. 2010) for kinesthetically guided hand movements in congenitally blind and sighted people. Activations in the parahippocampal and visual cortex during tactile navigation were reported in blind but not in blindfolded-sighted subjects and were restored for sighted subjects when the blindfold was removed (Kravitz et al. 2011).

The uncertainty concerning the neural correlates of spatial processing is partly due to the difficulty in testing the spatial exploration skills of blind subjects within the constraints of a functional imaging study. EEG is a noninvasive measure with a high temporal resolution. EEG spectral power and coherence can be used to investigate cognitive processes. Coherence (Nunez et al. 1999) measures the correlation between two signals in the frequency domain, possibly reflecting functional couplings between cortical areas (Fries 2005) at rest (Chorlian et al. 2009; Tucker et al. 1986) or in active tasks. Scalp EEG coherence between central parietal and posterior areas was used to investigate visual (Goto et al. 2004), visuo-motor/visuo-spatial (Babiloni et al. 2006; Classen et al. 1998; Del Percio et al. 2011), and audio-spatial (Leclerc et al. 2005) processing. The frequencies showing high coherence can suggest possible underlying processes: theta (4–8 Hz) coherence can reflect executive functions (Sauseng et al. 2005), whereas gamma (30–90 Hz) has been related to information integration (Lachaux et al. 2005; Meador et al. 2002). The beta (14–30 Hz) band is influenced by somatosensory perception (Lallo et al. 2007; Tecchio et al. 2003) and motor planning/execution (Perfetti et al. 2011; Ritter et al. 2009). It is also involved in top-down processing (Buschman and Miller 2007, 2009; Kukleta et al. 2009) and multimodal model matching (Brovelli et al. 2004; Engel and Fries 2010; Kopell et al. 2000; Okuhata et al. 2009; Spitzer and Blankenburg 2011). This involvement is even stronger in the beta 1 band (14–18 Hz), due to its role in maintaining (Kopell et al. 2011) cell assemblies, i.e., in short-term memory (Tallon-Baudry et al. 2001, 2004) and complex associative functions (Weiss and Rappelsberger 1996).

The aim of this study is to make a preliminary analysis of EEG activity in blind and sighted subjects while they build mental maps from virtual objects, sensed with a tactile device (Brayda et al. 2011). We focused on the beta 1 band, considering previous indications concerning its role in information processing, visuo-motor activities, and working memory. In this context, we compared active tactile exploration both with a rest and with a passive tactile stimulation condition. Moreover, we evaluated the success and the subjective cognitive load of this exploration. We investigated the existence of possible EEG sensory substitution and spatial-processing cues that link tactile perception to mental mapping. Specifically, we hypothesized that the nature of these cues and their link with mental mapping could be better clarified by their possible relationships with the subjective cognitive load. We also hypothesized that the spatial cues could be independent of vision, which would result in similar results for both sighted and blind subjects. The following questions were addressed in this study.

1) Is it possible to elicit visuo-tactile sensory substitution during nonvisual exploration? This hypothesis predicts EEG patterns, suggesting an involvement of the occipital area during tactile exploration tasks. The hypothesis is further supported if the suggested involvement is exclusively present or at least more pronounced in active tactile cognitive mapping tasks, whereas absent or weaker in passive tactile stimulation. The sensory substitution process could be reflected in the occipital derivations by local beta 1 power or coherence increases with visuo-spatial-related derivations.

2) Do EEG observations support the involvement—possibly vision independent—of visuo-spatial pathways during mental mapping? If this hypothesis is true, we would expect to find high coherences, suggesting functional coupling, between derivations usually considered as related to these pathways in both blind and sighted subjects. Moreover, these coherences would be present during an active tactile mental mapping task and absent during passive tactile stimulation and rest.

3) Is there a relationship between EEG and cognitive load in successful mental mapping using minimal tactile information? If correlations exist between a subset of EEG parameters and a measure of perceived difficulty and if these correlations are present in active explorations, while absent in passive stimulations and rest, then correlated EEG parameters could represent an indirect estimation of cognitive load, at least during a mental mapping task.

4) Are there cues allowing us to consider mental mapping as supramodal in this task? If so, both blind and sighted should exhibit: a) a similar capability to construct the mental map of the explored object; b) similar subjective cognitive loads; c) EEG patterns suggesting an involvement, in a nonvisual task, of scalp derivations related to visuo-spatial processing, and d) a similar relationship between subjective and objective parameters.

We found some preliminary evidence from two complementary parameters [event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs) and coherence] for sensory substitution and mental mapping. The involvement of these processes is only suggested during active explorations, whereas not during rest and passive stim-
ulation conditions. This interpretation seems to be confirmed by the positive correlation found between coherences and subjective cognitive load: the correlation emerged only during active explorations and involved derivations related in literature to visual and visuo-spatial processing. Moreover, this relationship was observed for both blind and sighted subjects. These results support the possibility of supramodal spatial processing abilities existing independently of vision capabilities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and Experimental Procedure

Ten blind subjects, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 1, and a control group of ten age- and sex-matched, blindfolded volunteers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the study. Approval by the local ethics research committee in Genoa and a written, informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki were obtained. Classification of visual impairment was based on the criteria suggested by Burton (2003) and integrated by the International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology (Holder et al. 2010). All participants had no medical factors that could influence experimental results, and all were naive to the procedure. All subjects were right handed. Each subject was seated comfortably at a desk while EEG was recorded continuously, both at rest (baseline) and while exploring one virtual environment (VE) with a tactile device (Brayda et al. 2011) as part of our Digital Eye (DIGEYE) system (Chellali et al. 2009), as represented in APPENDIX A (see Fig. A1).

Experimental Protocol

1) Baseline. During the first part (baseline) of the experiment, EEG was recorded during a pure resting condition for 2 min with subjects in a relaxed, awake state with closed eyes.

2) Passive stimulation. In a second part (passive stimulation), subjects kept their right hand on the tactile mouse-shaped device (TAMO; see APPENDIX A) at rest, while passively receiving tactile stimulations. The lever of the device randomly raised (time intervals between 800 and 1,200 ms), always reaching the same height. The passive stimulation period lasted 10 s and was repeated 10 times. Each period of stimulation was started and stopped by two distinct sounds (two clearly distinguishable sawtooth waveforms—one with a fundamental frequency of 220 Hz and the other with one of 880 Hz, lasting 100 ms) and was followed by 10 s of rest.

3) Active exploration. Then, the subjects used the TAMO device to actively explore one unknown VE, represented in this study by only one virtual object (a one-level, square parallelepiped), placed at the center of an empty, flat surface (Fig. 1). The height of the parallelepiped was the same as the one used in the passive condition. Subjects had neither prior information about the number of objects nor about their shape, size, or number of height levels. They were requested to mentally construct the object’s shape while exploring it with touch by

Table 1. Characteristics of the blind participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blind Participant</th>
<th>Age (Years)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Aetiology of Blindness</th>
<th>Age at Onset of Blindness (Years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>retinitis pigmentosa</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>glaucoma</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>congenital glaucoma</td>
<td>birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>congenital glaucoma</td>
<td>birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>accident</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>retinitis pigmentosa</td>
<td>birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>glaucoma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>congenital cataract</td>
<td>birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>infectious disease</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>retinitis pigmentosa</td>
<td>birth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The experimental protocol. 1) Baseline: subjects stay at rest. 2) Passive tactile stimulation: subject’s finger is passively stimulated by the randomly raising lever. Subjects are stimulated (Sti) 10 times for 10 s. Rest (10 s) is inserted in between subsequent stimulations. Passive events are defined as transitions between ground level and level 1. 3) Active exploration: subjects explore a unique, unknown object. The object is a 1-level, virtual square parallelepiped, explored (Exp) 30 times for 10 s. Rest (10 s) is inserted in between subsequent explorations. Active events are defined as transitions between ground level and level 1. EEG is continuously recorded and then analyzed in rest and separately, in passive/active time frames, [-200 400] ms around corresponding (passive/active) events (see the white arrows). 4) Cognitive load estimation: subjects vote perceived levels of difficulty (PLD) at the end of the experiment. 5) Evaluation of object construction: see APPENDIX A for additional details regarding setup and the tactile device.
freely moving the TAMO device on a sensing tablet. Upward and downward movements of a lever on the top of the TAMO indicated height changes in the VE (see **Appendix A** for details). Subjects explored the environment 30 times, each time for 10 s. The object presented did not change over subsequent trials. Each exploration was started and stopped by the same distinct sounds used in the passive tactile stimulation and was followed by 10 s of rest.

4) **Cognitive load estimation.** As a subjective estimation of cognitive load, each subject was requested to rate the level of difficulty encountered in the mental construction of the VE. These perceived levels of difficulty (PLDs) were ranked on a scale from 1 to 10 (higher grades corresponded to higher perceived difficulty). The ranking was made by all of the participants upon completion of the experiment.

5) **Evaluation of object construction.** As a last step, subjects provided a free description of the explored environment. The description was verbal (for all subjects) or graphical (for sighted subjects only). Then, they answered four questions: a) “Apart from the ground level, how many other different levels were present in the environment?” b) “How many objects did you identify in the environment?” c) “What was the contour of each object?” d) “Where were objects located in the table?” The mapping was classified as “successful” if and only if subjects answered, “One level”, “One object”, “Squared shape”, and “In the center of the tablet”, respectively. These four answers matched the object in question.

**EEG Recording and Processing**

In this study, we focused on EEG parameters at rest, as well as before/after the transitions between ground level (no tactile stimulation) and **level 1** (tactile stimulation). During the passive stimulation, blind and sighted subjects received a total of 1,123 (mean 112; SD 25) and 1,094 (109 ± 18) tactile transitions (passive events), respectively. Only in the active exploration did these transitions correspond to the moments in which the borders of the virtual object emerged from the empty space and were felt by the subject’s fingertip, due to the upward movement of the lever. During the active exploration, subjects were free to move the device on the tablet, and the number of these transitions (active events) was determined by the exploration strategy chosen by each subject: blind subjects showed a total of 1,004 active events (for each subject and across all 30 explorations: mean 100; SD 62), whereas sighted subjects showed 744 (74 ± 31). The total number of active events was 1,748. No significant differences (N.S.) between groups arose from the paired t-test (t = 1.1; df = 9; 95% confidence interval (CI) on the difference of population means (−26.3, 78.3); N.S.). We did not include the opposite transitions (i.e., from level 1 to ground level) in our elaborations.

EEG was recorded using Ag/AgCl cup electrodes attached to the scalp (previously prepared with abrasive cream) with conductive cream at 14 active sites (F3, C3, P3, O1, T3, F4, C4, P4, O2, T4, Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz; see Fig. A3), according to the international 10/20 system. Electrooculogram (EOG), ECG, and electromyogram (EMG) were also acquired by means of cup electrodes applied with adhesive tape, respectively, around the orbits to the preorbital region and to the submental region, that is, under the chin, according to the standard electrode placement in polysomnography (Iber et al. 2007). A Mizar 40 amplifier (EBNeuro, Florence, Italy) was used.

After being passed through a low-pass antialiasing filter, set at 256 Hz, data were digitally sampled and stored at 1,024 Hz. The experimental video and the track of the finger movements, as drawn from the device coordinates [X, Y, and height (H) of the VE], were recorded as a behavioral check.

The following analyses concerned bipolar derivations (see Fig. A3), which were supposed to reflect cerebral activities along the pathways involved in spatial exploration (F3-C3, C3-P3, P3-T3, and O1-T3 on the left side and the homologous derivations on the right side). EEG activities within each hemisphere and interhemispheric differences were analyzed, whereas electrodes at midline scalp locations were not analyzed in this study but were used in data preprocessing (to remove the EEG artifact).

All signals were digitally filtered (1−50 Hz pass band), and, if ectric, cardiac, and muscular artifacts were removed from the EEG data using visually inspected, independent component analysis. The intermediate NNNM-filtering and maximal EMG correction were used in this study, according to procedures described recently by McMenamin et al. (2010). The selected bipolar derivations were then postprocessed using wavelet transform and interevents averaging to analyze the spatial distribution of ERSPs (i.e., powers) and increases/decreases in coherences. EEGLAB software toolbox (Delorme and Makeig 2004) was used for signal processing. The following analyses were focused on the spatiotemporal evolution of the beta 1 band.

**Statistical Analysis**

Log-transformed power and hyperbolic arc tangent-transformed coherence (Tecchio et al. 2003) within the beta 1 band were computed for over four time intervals (epochs around the passive and the active events separately). Those epochs were the initial rest period, and the three intervals defined within the (passive or active) time frame around the (passive or active) tactile stimulus (t = 200 ± 400 ms) include, namely: 1) prestimulus (Pre) [−200 0] ms; 2) early poststimulus (E-post) [0 +300 ms]; and 3) late poststimulus (L-post) [+300 +400] ms. Here, 0 ms refers to stimulus onset.

In a first analysis, data were averaged within subjects, and experimental effects were evaluated for passive and active events separately by two distinct group × epoch × derivation × hemisphere repeated measures ANOVA, followed by post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction, using group (blind or sighted) as a between-subject factor and epoch, hemisphere, and derivation as within-subject factors. P values were corrected according to the Huynh-Feldt method (Leclerc et al. 2005).

In a second analysis, two conditions were considered: passive Pre and active Pre. Data were evaluated by a group × derivation × hemisphere × condition (passive or active) repeated measures ANOVA post hoc.

In a third analysis, the poststimulus epochs (E-post and L-post) were compared between active and passive condition. Data were normalized for each condition independently by removing, for each subject, epoch and hemisphere, the average of the corresponding Pre. Then, an evaluation was performed by a group × epoch (E-post or L-post) × derivation × hemisphere × condition (passive or active) repeated measures ANOVA post hoc.

In a fourth analysis, we considered only those derivations where ANOVA and post hoc (of the first analysis) revealed, at least in one condition, significant power or coherence variations with respect to the Pre. For these derivations, the temporal evolution of spectral parameters was analyzed with a higher time resolution. The time interval characterized by event-related variations (increase or decrease) was assessed (Allena et al. 2009) as follows: the average pattern for each group and derivation was evaluated with a temporal resolution of 10 ms. Pre epoch was considered as background: mean and SD of its average pattern were computed. A CI was then set for each group and derivation, including values falling within three SDs from the background mean value (corresponding to a nominal significance level of 0.01). An increase/decrease (e.g., peak/valley) was detected when parameter (ERSP or coherence) values continuously exceeded the 3-SD limit for more than 30 ms; this time constraint was empirically chosen to detect only periods of meaningful variation (e.g., peaks and valleys) from average Pre values and to reduce the probability of false detections.

The difference in PLDs between blind and blindfolded-sighted subjects was evaluated by performing a paired t-test between the two groups of age- and sex-matched subjects.

Possible associations among ERSP and coherence, independently considered, and PLD were evaluated using linear regression. Specif-
ically, for each condition (passive or active), average ERSP and coherence were calculated for each subject and derivation, for each epoch (rest, Pre, E-post, or L-post), and over the entire (passive/active) time frame. The relationship with PLDs was then investigated. Moreover, possible correlations between PLD and the averages of significant (Allena et al. 2009) positive or negative deflections (peaks or valleys, respectively) were only investigated for derivations in which significant variations compared with Pre were revealed by the ANOVA post hoc in the previous analysis. R software was used for all statistical analyses (R Foundation for Statistical Computing R Development Core Team 2010).

RESULTS

Success of Object Construction

Since all 20 subjects provided correct descriptions and answers about the explored object, the exploration and the consequent construction process can be considered successful for the global sample and for both groups.

ERSPs

As for EEG beta 1 power, the distribution of ERSP mean values as a function of the four factors (group \times epoch \times derivation \times hemisphere) considered in ANOVA is shown in Fig. 2 for the passive and active condition.

Considering the passive stimulation, main effects of epoch \((F_{3,54} = 6.1; P < 0.01)\) and derivation \((F_{3,54} = 5.8; P < 0.01)\) were found, whereas the effects of hemisphere \((F_{1,18} = 0.98)\) and group \((F_{1,18} = 0.77)\) were nonsignificant. A significant derivation \times epoch interaction \((F_{6,108} = 3.3; P < 0.01)\) was found. Post hoc comparisons were illustrated in Fig. 2. Only the E-post was different with respect to the other epochs: it showed higher powers \((P < 0.001)\), both compared with rest and to the other epochs in the passive time frame. The significant \((P < 0.01)\), early increase was found in all but the occipito-temporal (OT) derivations of both groups. We also analyzed, with a higher time resolution, the derivations with significant (ANOVA and post hoc) spectral power changes. We marked the time segments in which beta 1 power continuously exceeded the 3-SD limit for more than 30 ms (as described in Statistical analysis). Power increases were detected (Fig. 3) within a time interval ranging from 120 to 180 ms after the passive tactile stimulus.

Considering the active exploration, the effect of epoch was highly significant \((F_{3,54} = 12.9; P < 0.00001)\). A main effect for derivation was found \((F_{3,54} = 4.0; P < 0.05)\). No significant effects were found for hemisphere \((F_{1,18} = 0.98)\), whereas the group just failed to reach the standard significance level \((F_{1,18} = 4.0; P = 0.06)\). A significant interaction was observed between group and epoch \((F_{3,54} = 5.6; P < 0.01)\). A weaker, though significant, interaction was observed between group and derivation \((F_{3,54} = 2.8; P < 0.05)\) and a stronger three-factor group \times epoch \times derivation interaction \((F_{9,162} = 2.9; P < 0.01)\) was also seen.

Fig. 2. Event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) in the beta 1 band at rest and in 3 epochs—prestimulus (Pre), early-poststimulus (E-post), and late-poststimulus (L-post). Mean and SD of log-transformed powers for each derivation and epoch. Asterisks indicate, where present, a significant \((P < 0.05\) at post hoc test) variation, separately for active/passive time frame, each compared with its corresponding Pre epoch \(([-200 0] ms)\). Left: passive time frame. In the E-post epoch \(([0 300] ms)\), both groups showed a power increase in all but occipito-temporal (OT) derivations. Right: active time frame. All epochs in the active time frame \(([-200 400] ms)\) were lower in all derivations compared with rest and with the passive time frame. In the E-post epoch \(([0 300] ms)\), only blind subjects \((E\ and F)\) showed power increases, also in OT derivations (not involved for sighted), whereas elsewhere, both groups feature power increases. Everywhere, power variations in the active poststimulus were greater than in the passive poststimulus.
Post hoc comparisons are illustrated in Fig. 2. All epochs in the active time frame proved significantly lower with respect to rest ($P < 0.0001$ for Pre and L-post; $P < 0.01$ for E-post). Compared with rest, all derivations showed a significant decrease (always $P < 0.01$) in power for each epoch in the active time frame, whereas no significant differences emerged in basal conditions between the two groups. Within the active time frame, compared with the Pre epoch, higher ($P < 0.001$)
and lower ($P < 0.001$) beta 1 power occurred in the E-post and in the L-post epochs, respectively. The early increase was found in all derivations of blind subjects ($P < 0.01$) and in all but the OT derivations of sighted subjects ($P < 0.05$); moreover, in all derivations, the increase was stronger in blind than in sighted subjects ($P < 0.05$), with the maximum difference being found in the OT derivations ($P < 0.01$). As for comparison between derivations in the E-post epoch, the only significant difference was found in sighted people for the OT derivation, which showed a lower ERSP ($P < 0.05$) with respect to other derivations. As for the L-post epoch, a beta 1 power decrease ($P < 0.01$) was detected for both groups in all derivations, except the fronto-central (FC) locations (N.S.). The mean variation of beta 1 power in the FC derivation was significantly lower than the decrease found in all of the other derivations. We also analyzed, with a higher time resolution, the derivations with significant (ANOVA and post hoc) spectral power changes. As for the passive condition, we marked the time segments in which beta 1 power continuously exceeded the 3-SD limit for more than 30 ms. Power increases were detected (Fig. 3) within a time interval ranging from 120 to 260 ms after the tactile stimulus, whereas power decreases occurred in a time interval ranging from 270 to 400 ms after the tactile stimulus.

Comparing passive and active Pre, only the effect of condition was significant ($F_{1,18} = 37.1; P < 0.0001$), reflecting lower powers in the active condition.

Comparing the E-post and L-post epochs of passive and active conditions (normalized to the respective condition’s Pre), the effect of condition was weakly significant ($F_{1,18} = 5.6; P < 0.05$). The effect of epoch was significant ($F_{1,18} = 15.5; P < 0.01$), as well as the effect of derivation ($F_{3,54} = 4.4; P < 0.01$). No significant effects were found for hemisphere ($F_{1,18} = 0.68$) and group ($F_{1,18} = 0.55$). Highly significant epoch $\times$ condition ($F_{1,18} = 24.9; P < 0.001$), epoch $\times$ condition $\times$ derivation ($F_{3,54} = 8.6; P < 0.0001$), and epoch $\times$ condition $\times$ derivation $\times$ group ($F_{3,54} = 9.2; P < 0.0001$) interactions were found. In the post hoc analysis, powers of active E-post resulted significantly higher ($P < 0.001$) compared with passive E-post for all derivations in blind subjects and in all but OT derivations for sighted subjects. Powers in the active L-post resulted significantly ($P < 0.0001$) lower than those of the passive L-post in all derivations.

**Coherences**

The distribution of mean spectral coherence between pairs of derivations as a function of ANOVA factors (group, epoch, location, hemisphere) for the passive and active conditions is presented in Fig. 4.

Considering the passive time frame, a hemisphere effect emerged ($F_{1,18} = 8.3; P < 0.01$) with higher values on the right, whereas the derivation effect was highly significant ($F_{3,54} = 10.1; P < 0.0001$), with coherences increasing from anterior to posterior derivations. The coherences were not different comparing the two groups ($F_{1,18} = 0.7; N.S.$), as well as comparing the epochs ($F_{3,54} = 1.2; N.S.$). Post hoc comparisons are illustrated in Fig. 4. No significant variations were

---

**Fig. 4.** Coherences in the beta 1 band at rest and in 3 epochs—Pre, E-post, and L-post. Identical time frames are used for the 3 epochs, as shown in Fig. 2. Mean and SD are represented for each derivation pair and epoch. Asterisks indicate, where present, a significant ($P < 0.05$ at post hoc test) variation, separately for the active/passive time frame, each compared with its corresponding Pre epoch. Left: passive time frame. No variations were observed compared with rest and Pre. The right hemisphere presented higher coherences. Right: active time frame. All derivation pairs presented, for both groups, higher coherences during the entire active time frame compared with rest and with the passive time frame. In the E-post epoch, only blind subjects showed (E and F) coherence increases in fronto-central (FC)-centro-parietal (CP) and CP-OT pairs.
observed, both compared with rest and compared with Pre, in all of the derivations and epochs.

Considering the active time frame, no hemisphere effect emerged ($F_{1,18} = 0.8; \text{N.S.}$). The derivation effect was highly significant ($F_{3,54} = 14.0; P < 0.000001$), generally showing an increasing trend from anterior to posterior derivations. The coherences of the two groups were significantly different ($F_{1,18} = 30.8; P < 0.0001$), with sighted subjects showing higher coherences with respect to blind subjects. A main epoch effect ($F_{3,54} = 5.2; P < 0.001$) and a weaker interaction between group and epoch ($F_{3,54} = 3.4; P < 0.05$) emerged, whereas a significant derivation $\times$ epoch interaction ($F_{6,108} = 2.7; P < 0.05$) and a stronger group $\times$ derivation $\times$ epoch interaction ($F_{9,162} = 5.5; P < 0.001$) were found.

Post hoc comparisons are illustrated in Fig. 4. Compared with the initial rest basal condition, the epochs in the active time frame were significantly higher (always at least $P < 0.0001$) in all derivations (always at least $P < 0.001$), whereas no significant difference emerged in rest between the two groups. Within the active time frame and compared with the Pre epoch, only for blind subjects and only in the E-post interval, a significant increase of coherence was found. This increase only involved FC vs. centro-parietal (CP) and OT vs. CP derivations ($P < 0.01$) and is visible in Fig. 5, I–P. On the contrary, all other locations in blind people (Fig. 5, K–N) and all derivations in sighted people (Fig. 5, I–P) did not show any time-dependent variation (N.S.), with high stationary values across the entire active time frame (i.e., not including rest). For each epoch, coherence was compared between the two groups. Considering FC vs. CP and CP vs. OT derivations, coherences were lower for blind subjects ($P < 0.01$) in all epochs, except the E-post, where they were similar in the two groups (N.S.); here, the peak values found in blind subjects (in a range between 130 and 250 ms after the tactile stimulation; see Fig. 5, I, J, O, and P) reached levels similar to those of sighted subjects.

Comparing passive and active Pre, the effect of condition was significant ($F_{1,18} = 38.1; P < 0.0001$), reflecting an increased coherence in the active condition. A significant effect of epoch ($F_{3,54} = 12.2; P < 0.00001$) was found, corresponding to an increasing trend from anterior to posterior derivations. Comparing the E-post and L-post epochs of passive and active conditions (normalized to the respective Pre condition), the effect of condition was significant ($F_{1,18} = 4.7; P < 0.05$), as well as the effect of epoch ($F_{1,18} = 4.8; P < 0.05$), epoch $\times$ condition ($F_{1,18} = 2.9; P < 0.05$), and group $\times$ epoch ($F_{1,18} = 4.7; P < 0.05$). No significant effects were found for hemisphere ($F_{1,18} = 0.54; \text{N.S.}$). Significant epoch $\times$ condition ($F_{1,18} = 8.6; P < 0.01$), epoch $\times$ condition $\times$ derivation ($F_{3,54} = 5.3; P < 0.01$), and epoch $\times$ condition $\times$ derivation $\times$ group ($F_{3,54} = 6.5; P < 0.001$) interactions were found. In the post hoc analysis, coherences of active E-post resulted significantly higher ($P < 0.001$) compared with passive E-post for only in FC-CP and CP-OT derivation pairs of blind subjects ($P < 0.001$).

Correlation Between EEG Parameters and PLDs

PLDs, as ranked by blind and sighted subjects, were compared by paired $t$-test and revealed no significant differences between groups ($t = -0.42; \text{df} = 9; 95\% \text{CI on the difference of population means } [-1.62, 1.09]$. N.S.). For each derivation, the correlation with PLD was tested for both coherence and ERSP in the active and passive time frames independently.

As for coherence, both groups showed positive correlations (Fig. 6) with PLD in both hemispheres, only in the active time frame and in a subset of derivation pairs: FC-CP and CP-OT. Blind subjects only showed a correlation for values within the above-mentioned peaks (Fig. 5, I, J, O, and P), whereas sighted subjects showed a correlation across the entire active time frame. No correlation was found for the rest condition, as well as considering the passive time frame and its subepochs (always N.S.). Details concerning the significant correlations can be found in Appendix B (see Table A1), organized by group, derivation, and epoch. No association (always N.S.) was found between PLDs and mean ERSP in any derivations. This held true when considering the rest condition, the entire passive and active time frames, their three subepochs separately, or when present, the significant power increase/decrease periods.

DISCUSSION

The main goal of this preliminary study was to investigate tactile-to-visual sensory substitution and mental mapping in blind subjects and matched, blindfolded controls. This was achieved by analyzing EEG power and coherence patterns in the beta 1 band. The task was a tactile exploration of a virtual object displayed by the DIGEYE system (Brayd et al. 2011) compared with rest and passive stimulation. This is one of the first studies addressing sensory substitution and mental mapping in the context of virtual reality, a technique that facilitates unconstrained perception of abstract models. Unlike previous literature (Bach-y-Rita and Kercel 2003), this study directly investigates the construction of cognitive maps during its learning phase, using high temporal resolution EEG parameters. In this paper, we focus on the simplest event in an active exploration, namely, the emergence of an unknown virtual object from an empty space. We observed peculiar EEG patterns in association with the acquisition of spatial information, involving, in particular, spectral coherence. We then showed that a VE can elicit sensory substitution and mental mapping, both in blind and sighted subjects. This result will be the basis for further studies concerning more complex geometrical features and other EEG characteristics.

Summary of Results

The main findings of this study are shown in Table 2. Compared with rest and the passive time frame, the active time frame showed that beta 1 decreased power and increased coherence in all derivations. Within the active time frame, an early power increase (higher in blind people) and a late power decrease were detected after the active event. The early increase was weaker, and the late decrease was absent in the passive time frame. In the passive time frame, the two groups showed similar patterns, whereas in the active time frame, only blind subjects had a power increase in OT derivations, which instead, was absent in sighted people. Only in the active time frame did blind subjects generally show lower coherences compared with sighted controls. However, in FC-CP and CP-OT derivation pairs, blind subjects exhibited early coher-
ence peaks only after the active event. Sighted subjects, instead, in the same derivations and only in the active time frame, showed a high, stable coherence at the same peak levels of the blind subjects. No differences emerged between the average PLD across the two groups. For both sighted and blind subjects, a positive correlation was found, only in the active time frame, between the PLD and beta 1 coherence in FC-CP and CP-OT derivation pairs. For sighted people, this correlation
of our blind volunteers reported that they had intuitively... square parallelepiped. This reduced possible impairments of blind subjects in mental construction, due to their poor knowledge of visual conventions.

In our experiments, we alternated short explorations with periods of rest. We also provided a single stimulation on the fingertip for each taxel (see APPENDIX A) of the tablet, thus giving a minimal amount of information. This challenging setup is justified as follows: first, the experiment was presented to all participants as a mental mapping game, and the shortness of the explorations encouraged smart strategies. Second, the forced pauses slowed down the learning process, keeping mentation at the cortical level and limiting the involvement of implicit memory (Raichle et al. 1994). Finally, exploration breaking/resetting reduced the effects of habituation and adaptation (Anguera et al. 2009; Bastian 2008; Hamada et al. 2003). Importantly, our setup allowed observing mental mapping without previous learning, since EEG was recorded during the learning/exploration phase. The validation of the TAMO device as a sensory substitution interface is presented elsewhere (Chellali et al. 2009). However, our methodology could be applied to other interfaces (Wall et al. 2006) without loss of generality.

Furthermore, we only studied void-to-object transitions. The opposite, object-to-void transition, was outside the scope of this study, since it elicited a reported different sensation in this study, since it elicited a reported different sensation in several blind subjects. Further work is required to clarify this aspect.

Both ERSP and coherence were considered in this study as revealing partially common, although still complementary, elements of the tactile mental mapping (Amedi et al. 2010), which we attempted to elicit with our device.

**ERSPs**

ERSP was considered as a parameter, possibly reflecting holistic, cognitive modifications induced by, but not phase-locked to, the onset of a stimulus (Makeig 1993). Compared with rest and with the passive time frame, both blind and sighted subjects showed a significant power decrease, in all epochs of the active time frame and in all derivations, mainly associated with motor programming (Ritter et al. 2009). This interpretation seems to be confirmed by the total absence of power decrease, with respect to rest, not only after but also before the passive stimulation. The power decrease in the active time frame became even stronger in the L-post epoch, suggesting increased sensory-motor processing after tactile stimulation (Neuper et al. 2006; Perfetti et al. 2011; Ritter et al. 2009).

In our experiments, we alternated short explorations with periods of rest. We also provided a single stimulation on the fingertip for each taxel (see APPENDIX A) of the tablet, thus giving a minimal amount of information. This challenging setup is justified as follows: first, the experiment was presented to all participants as a mental mapping game, and the shortness of the explorations encouraged smart strategies. Second, the forced pauses slowed down the learning process, keeping mentation at the cortical level and limiting the involvement of implicit memory (Raichle et al. 1994). Finally, exploration breaking/resetting reduced the effects of habituation and adaptation (Anguera et al. 2009; Bastian 2008; Hamada et al. 2003). Importantly, our setup allowed observing mental mapping without previous learning, since EEG was recorded during the learning/exploration phase. The validation of the TAMO device as a sensory substitution interface is presented elsewhere (Chellali et al. 2009). However, our methodology could be applied to other interfaces (Wall et al. 2006) without loss of generality.

Furthermore, we only studied void-to-object transitions. The opposite, object-to-void transition, was outside the scope of this study, since it elicited a reported different sensation in several blind subjects. Further work is required to clarify this aspect.

Both ERSP and coherence were considered in this study as revealing partially common, although still complementary, elements of the tactile mental mapping (Amedi et al. 2010), which we attempted to elicit with our device.

**ERSPs**

ERSP was considered as a parameter, possibly reflecting holistic, cognitive modifications induced by, but not phase-locked to, the onset of a stimulus (Makeig 1993). Compared with rest and with the passive time frame, both blind and sighted subjects showed a significant power decrease, in all epochs of the active time frame and in all derivations, mainly associated with motor programming (Ritter et al. 2009). This interpretation seems to be confirmed by the total absence of power decrease, with respect to rest, not only after but also before the passive stimulation. The power decrease in the active time frame became even stronger in the L-post epoch, suggesting increased sensory-motor processing after tactile stimulation (Neuper et al. 2006; Perfetti et al. 2011; Ritter et al. 2009).

In our experiments, we alternated short explorations with periods of rest. We also provided a single stimulation on the fingertip for each taxel (see APPENDIX A) of the tablet, thus giving a minimal amount of information. This challenging setup is justified as follows: first, the experiment was presented to all participants as a mental mapping game, and the shortness of the explorations encouraged smart strategies. Second, the forced pauses slowed down the learning process, keeping mentation at the cortical level and limiting the involvement of implicit memory (Raichle et al. 1994). Finally, exploration breaking/resetting reduced the effects of habituation and adaptation (Anguera et al. 2009; Bastian 2008; Hamada et al. 2003). Importantly, our setup allowed observing mental mapping without previous learning, since EEG was recorded during the learning/exploration phase. The validation of the TAMO device as a sensory substitution interface is presented elsewhere (Chellali et al. 2009). However, our methodology could be applied to other interfaces (Wall et al. 2006) without loss of generality.

Furthermore, we only studied void-to-object transitions. The opposite, object-to-void transition, was outside the scope of this study, since it elicited a reported different sensation in several blind subjects. Further work is required to clarify this aspect.

Both ERSP and coherence were considered in this study as revealing partially common, although still complementary, elements of the tactile mental mapping (Amedi et al. 2010), which we attempted to elicit with our device.

**ERSPs**

ERSP was considered as a parameter, possibly reflecting holistic, cognitive modifications induced by, but not phase-locked to, the onset of a stimulus (Makeig 1993). Compared with rest and with the passive time frame, both blind and sighted subjects showed a significant power decrease, in all epochs of the active time frame and in all derivations, mainly associated with motor programming (Ritter et al. 2009). This interpretation seems to be confirmed by the total absence of power decrease, with respect to rest, not only after but also before the passive stimulation. The power decrease in the active time frame became even stronger in the L-post epoch, suggesting increased sensory-motor processing after tactile stimulation (Neuper et al. 2006; Perfetti et al. 2011; Ritter et al. 2009).

In our experiments, we alternated short explorations with periods of rest. We also provided a single stimulation on the fingertip for each taxel (see APPENDIX A) of the tablet, thus giving a minimal amount of information. This challenging setup is justified as follows: first, the experiment was presented to all participants as a mental mapping game, and the shortness of the explorations encouraged smart strategies. Second, the forced pauses slowed down the learning process, keeping mentation at the cortical level and limiting the involvement of implicit memory (Raichle et al. 1994). Finally, exploration breaking/resetting reduced the effects of habituation and adaptation (Anguera et al. 2009; Bastian 2008; Hamada et al. 2003). Importantly, our setup allowed observing mental mapping without previous learning, since EEG was recorded during the learning/exploration phase. The validation of the TAMO device as a sensory substitution interface is presented elsewhere (Chellali et al. 2009). However, our methodology could be applied to other interfaces (Wall et al. 2006) without loss of generality.

Furthermore, we only studied void-to-object transitions. The opposite, object-to-void transition, was outside the scope of this study, since it elicited a reported different sensation in several blind subjects. Further work is required to clarify this aspect.

Both ERSP and coherence were considered in this study as revealing partially common, although still complementary, elements of the tactile mental mapping (Amedi et al. 2010), which we attempted to elicit with our device.
not sighted people showed a power increase. This supports the hypothesis (Cohen et al. 1997; Kujala et al. 1997; Röder et al. 1996) of stronger sensory substitution in blind subjects, due to long-term plasticity, which activates visual areas in the presence of a tactile stimulation linked to a cognitive representation. In the other derivations and only in the active time frame, blind subjects presented stronger E-post power increases with respect to sighted controls, in accordance with enhanced tactile spatial acuity/attention, reported with visual deprivation (Forster et al. 2007; Goldreich and Kanics 2003; Wong et al. 2011).

Coherence was evaluated, because it is known to be related to cognitive processes involved in mental mapping (Leclerc et al. 2005). Bipolar derivations were considered to avoid possible spurious effects due to a common reference (Nunez et al. 1999). Admittedly, high coherence between scalp EEG derivations cannot provide precise information about underlying signal flow. However, it can be associated with a functional neural connection or a common source, likely formed by an extended cortical neural network.

Nunez and Srinivasan (2006) showed that a coherence increase could be a spurious effect of a parallel increase in spectral power, mainly due to a higher signal-to-noise ratio (the normalized coherence increases with the power of the common component). However, the opposite pattern was observed in the comparison among rest, passive stimulation, and active exploration, as during active exploration, spectral coherence increased, whereas spectral power decreased with respect to the other two conditions. High spectral power characterizing the rest condition could indicate the presence of extended cortical areas with synchronous and in-phase oscillations, whereas the lower spectral power, characterizing active exploration, suggests a loss of such an extended phase synchrony: a desynchronization, which is often associated to cognitive activities and attentive processes (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva 1999). However, the increase of spectral coherence during the active exploration indicates that neuronal assemblies oscillations within beta band, even if weaker or out of phase, tended to keep steady-phase differences, supporting the hypothesis of a stronger functional coupling (Srinivasan et al. 2007).

No differences were observed between rest and the passive time frame in coherences. Higher coherences were detected, both in rest and in passive stimulation conditions in the right hemisphere, in agreement with a more diffuse receptive field organization, evidenced in previous studies (Tucker et al. 1986). Instead, compared with rest and with the passive time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomena</th>
<th>Tactile-to-Visual Sensory Substitution</th>
<th>Supramodal Mental Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ERSP</strong></td>
<td><strong>BLIND</strong> PRO: power increase in OT only during active exploration</td>
<td>CON: no correlation with PLD PROs:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BLIND</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• power decrease in the active exploration (especially in the L-post) compared with rest and the passive stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SIGHTED</strong> CON: no power increase in OT</td>
<td>• stronger increase in the E-post of active exploration compared with passive stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>BLIND</strong> PRO: OT involved by high coherence peaks and only in the active exploration</td>
<td>PROs:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>SIGHTED</strong> PRO: OT involved by high, stable coherence in the entire active exploration</td>
<td>• higher values than rest and than passive stimulation within active exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SIGHTED</strong> CON: no power increase in OT</td>
<td>• high coherence peaks in FC-CP and CP-OT derivation pairs and only during active exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BLIND</strong> PRO:</td>
<td>• no correlation with PLD in rest and passive stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• positive correlation of coherence with PLD in peaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SIGHTED</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• spatial processing mainly linked to tactile stimuli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• higher values than rest and than passive stimulation within active exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• high stable values in FC-CP and CP-OT derivation pairs and only during active exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• no correlation with PLD in rest and passive stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• positive correlation of coherence with PLD in the entire active time frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong> PROs:</td>
<td>• mainly ongoing spatial processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
frame, both blind and sighted subjects showed higher coherence in all epochs of the active time frame and in all derivations, as can be expected due to a global cognitive recruitment. This seems to agree with the link emerging in stereo-EEG studies between beta coherence and visual cognitive activity (Kukleta et al. 2009), possibly related to a continuous cognitive status quo-keeping in short-term memory, aimed at gradually building the mental map. Moreover, increases in beta coherence were found to be associated (Perfetti et al. 2011) with a decrease in beta power during motor planning or execution. All of these processes are expected to occur in the active exploration and to be absent in the passive stimulation, which, in fact, did not show coherence variations compared with rest. Moreover, during the active time frame, compared with Pre, only blind subjects exhibited peaks in E-post epochs and only in FC-CP and CP-OT derivation pairs. Sighted subjects, instead, showed during the active time frame continuously high coherence between the same derivation pairs, at values similar to the peak levels of blind subjects. These results suggest the existence, during the active explorations, of a specific information flow within the FC-CP and CP-OT derivation pairs, which are considered to reflect visuo-spatial processing (Goodale et al. 1991; Kravitz et al. 2011; Pollmann et al. 2000). Moreover, the involvement of the occipital cortex, expressed by coherence, in purely tactile exploration (whereas absent in passive tactile stimulation), suggests that sensory substitution also occurs in sighted subjects.

Objective and Subjective Parameters

We conducted a further investigation about possible relations between objective ERSP/coherence patterns and subjective PLDs. Intriguingly, only CP-OT and FC-CP pairs, and only during the active time frame, showed a positive correlation between coherence and PLD. The role of these peculiar derivations and visuo-spatial pathways in multimodal (Burton and Sinclair 2000) and memory-related spatial processing (Curtis 2006) is still debated. On the one hand, CP-OT coherence seems to be related to mental mapping through the ventral stream as a What pathway (Sakata and Kusunoki 1992). On the other hand, FC-CP coherence seems to be related to the dorsal stream, which is thought (Kravitz et al. 2011) to mediate both spatial perception (Where) and nonconscious-guided action (How). These pathways are also involved in tactile real object recognition/manipulation and haptic perception (Deibert et al. 1999; Deshpande et al. 2008; Hartmann et al. 2008; Kügi et al. 2010; Reed et al. 2004, 2005; Stoeckel et al. 2003). Importantly, there was no correlation in these derivations between PLD and coherences in rest and the passive time frame, where the cognitive processes are strongly reduced or absent. Moreover, no correlations emerged between PLD and ERSP, probably mainly reflecting tactile-evoked reactions (Forster et al. 2007; Röder et al. 1996; Trenner et al. 2008), also affected by the strength of the stimulus provided by the lever. The greater E-post increase of beta 1 ERSP during the active time frame with respect to the passive time frame suggested a contribution due to enhanced attention. However, the lack of the ERSP-PLD correlation, as opposed to the significant coherence-PLD correlation, suggests that for what concerns beta 1 band, cognitive load could be reflected more directly by coherence than by ERSP. Moreover, the beta 1 coherence pattern and its positive correlation with PLD, only during active exploration, suggest an information flow (Brovelli et al. 2004; Del Percio et al. 2011; Fries 2005; Halgren et al. 2002; Kopell et al. 2000), reflecting cognitive activity (Kukleta et al. 2009). This can be interpreted in terms of top-down processes involving an information search (Buschman and Miller 2007), short-term memory in cognitive status quo keeping (Engel and Fries 2010), and stimuli localization (Leclerc et al. 2005). This information flow is possibly related to a global source, functionally implied in spatial processing. When it is highest, it may correspond to a proportionally high cognitive load. Its link with performance quality is not trivial and will be investigated in future works: in this study, all subjects correctly built the mental map of the proposed simple object.

These results suggest a speculative interpretation: during active exploration, blind people may only need to exchange additional information between different brain areas every time they mentally map the contour of virtual objects. This could

![Fig. A1. Block scheme of the Digital Eye (DIGEYE) system: the subject actively explores a virtual environment through a tactile user interface (TUI), connected to a personal computer (PC), where the height function (H) is mapped on X,Y coordinates and wirelessly sent back to the lever of the tactile mouse-shaped device (TAMO). Start/stop sounds pace the rest/exploration epochs and are synchronized with electrophysiological data (EEG; ECG; electrooculogram (EOG); electromyogram (EMG)), captured by a polygraph (Poly). Metrics are obtained offline.](http://jn.physiology.org/doi/10.1152/jn.00624.2011)
also be explained by their enhanced haptic-tactile acuity (Postma et al. 2007; Wolbers et al. 2005). The stable, high coherence (also before the active tactile stimulus) in sighted subjects, instead, suggests a continuous, high information flow, possibly related to memory and mental mapping (Engel and Fries 2010). In other words, similar levels of resources seem to be recruited by both groups, although with different temporal patterns.

Conclusions

Our findings build on previous research efforts regarding supramodal spatial processing. Beyond the existing literature, which is mainly focused on perception of real objects, we extend the knowledge of tactile stimulation and perception and active exploration to the context of virtual objects. Our results positively support all four of our research hypotheses.

Concerning the first question—"Is it possible to elicit visuo-tactile sensory substitution during nonvisual exploration?"—a coherence increase compared with rest, involving occipital (visual) derivations, suggests the existence, during active tactile explorations, of an underlying sensory substitution for both groups. Additionally, this increase was not found during passive tactile stimulation, meaning that occipital regions are elicited only during a mental mapping task. Moreover, significant changes of ERSP only involved occipital areas in blind people and only during active explorations, suggesting a deeper sensory substitution in a context of neural plasticity.

As for the second question—"Do EEG observations support the involvement—possibly vision independent—of visuo-spatial pathways during mental mapping?"—both groups exhibited a global coherence increase, compared with rest, along the active explorations. This held not only in visual areas but also for all analyzed derivations, which are supposed to be related to visuo-spatial processing. Moreover, this global coherence increase was absent in the passive tactile stimulation. Thus our results suggest an involvement, for both blind and sighted people and during tactile mental mapping tasks, of the visuo-spatial pathways. However, further studies are required to confirm specific activation of these pathways and to explore possible sources of coherent EEG signals.

Concerning the third question—"Is there a relationship between EEG and cognitive load in successful mental mapping using minimal tactile information?"—in both groups, coherences positively correlated with subjective PLD. This correlation emerged only during active exploration and was absent during rest and the passive stimulation, which supports an association of beta 1 coherence with cognitive load.

Lastly, the fourth question—"Are there cues allowing us to consider mental mapping as supramodal in this task?"—received a positive answer, because both groups 1) were able to correctly construct the mental map of the explored object; 2) showed similar cognitive loads (PLDs) while executing the task; 3) exhibited EEG patterns, suggesting an involvement—but only during a tactile exploration task and not during rest and passive stimulation—of scalp derivations thought to reflect visuo-spatial processing; and 4) showed similar positive correlations (exclusively during active exploration) between subjective PLD and objective coherences in visuo-spatial-related derivations.

Our results confirmed, on the one hand, the sensitivity of beta 1 ERSP and coherence in elucidating sensory substitution and mental mapping. On the other hand, they encourage further investigations involving: performance and behavioral aspects, complex objects, longitudinal training effects (Ortiz et al. 2011), as well as other complementary EEG features (Chiu et al. 2011).

APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The DIGEYE system is shown in Fig. A1. It comprises three parts: 1) a tactile user interface (TUI), which includes a tactile device, coupled with a sensing tablet; 2) a polygraph, which monitors the neurophysiological status of subjects while they use the interface; and
## Table A1. Correlations between coherence and PLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivations</th>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>Active Time Frame</th>
<th>Prestimulus</th>
<th>Early Poststimulus</th>
<th>Late Poststimulus</th>
<th>Peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC vs. CP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.07, F_{1,8} = 1.1$, $P = 0.32$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.17, F_{1,8} = 2.9$, $P = 0.13$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.14, F_{1,8} = 2.5$, $P = 0.15$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.30, F_{1,8} = 4.8$, $P = 0.06^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.17, F_{1,8} = 2.9$, $P = 0.13$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.59, F_{1,8} = 14.0$, $P = 0.005^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.10, F_{1,8} = 2.1$, $P = 0.19$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.14, F_{1,8} = 2.4$, $P = 0.16$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.19, F_{1,8} = 3.1$, $P = 0.12$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.30, F_{1,8} = 4.9$, $P = 0.06^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.15, F_{1,8} = 2.6$, $P = 0.15$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.67, F_{1,8} = 19.4$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP vs. OT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.11, F_{1,8} = 2.1$, $P = 0.18$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.19, F_{1,8} = 3.1$, $P = 0.12$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.18, F_{1,8} = 2.2$, $P = 0.07^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.27, F_{1,8} = 4.3$, $P = 0.11$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.20, F_{1,8} = 3.3$, $P = 0.01^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.71, F_{1,8} = 23.4$, $P = 0.001^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.06, F_{1,8} = 0.9$, $P = 0.37$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.14, F_{1,8} = 2.4$, $P = 0.16$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.20, F_{1,8} = 3.3$, $P = 0.06^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.29, F_{1,8} = 4.6$, $P = 0.19$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.10, F_{1,8} = 2.1$, $P = 0.01^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.72, F_{1,8} = 23.8$, $P = 0.001^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SIGHTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivations</th>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>Active Time Frame</th>
<th>Prestimulus</th>
<th>Early Poststimulus</th>
<th>Late Poststimulus</th>
<th>Peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC vs. CP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.12, F_{1,8} = 2.2$, $P = 0.18$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.61, F_{1,8} = 15.2$, $P = 0.004^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.58, F_{1,8} = 13.5$, $P = 0.006^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.63, F_{1,8} = 16.5$, $P = 0.001^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.59, F_{1,8} = 14.0$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.15, F_{1,8} = 2.6$, $P = 0.15$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.70, F_{1,8} = 21.6$, $P = 0.001^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.66, F_{1,8} = 18.2$, $P = 0.003^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.72, F_{1,8} = 24.6$, $P = 0.001^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.68, F_{1,8} = 20.2$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP vs. OT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.14, F_{1,8} = 2.5$, $P = 0.15$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.67, F_{1,8} = 19.4$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.64, F_{1,8} = 16.8$, $P = 0.003^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.69, F_{1,8} = 20.8$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.66, F_{1,8} = 19.6$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.20, F_{1,8} = 3.3$, $P = 0.11$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.69, F_{1,8} = 21.4$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.66, F_{1,8} = 18.2$, $P = 0.003^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.70, F_{1,8} = 22.5$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.67, F_{1,8} = 19.4$, $P = 0.002^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of the correlations between coherence values and PLDs: fit results and level for significance arranged by group, derivation, and hemisphere. Significant results ($P < 0.05$) are marked in bold and with an asterisk (*). All correlations are positive.
3) a personal computer, where a software application presents a VE synchronized with the TUI, whereas another software module processes offline both user behavior and neurophysiological status. Specifically, given some height function, \( H = f(X,Y) \), a TAMO-shaped device (Fig. A2) is able to display height information, \( H \), at any absolute position \((X,Y)\) of the \( 210 \times 297 \)-mm tablet. While users freely move the TAMO (Chellali et al. 2009) on the tablet, the VE receives the current position and wirelessly sends back the value of \( H \) to the controller inside the TAMO. The motor controller generates tactile feedback by activating a stepper motor, which raises a small lever proportionally to \( H \). TAMO thereby generates a tactile counterpart (a taxel) for each pixel of the tablet, much like a tactile bas-relief representation. When the subjects explore the ground level, no tactile stimulation is provided by the lever. When the subjects cross a level other than ground, the lever rises to signal a virtual object edge. When the height of the object is constant, the height of the lever is also constant. When the height of the object increases/decreases, the height of the lever varies proportionally.

Subjects actively seek spatial information by freely moving the TAMO device (Fig. A2) without any prior cue (Benson et al. 2011) and attempting to build a mental map of the VE. More details are available in Brayda et al. (2011). While using the tactile device, EEG (Fig. A3), ECG, EMG, and EOG biodata are recorded and synchronized with behavioral data (i.e., \( X \), \( Y \), and \( H \) values).

APPENDIX B: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PLD AND EEG PARAMETERS

Detailed results of the regressions between PLDs and EEG coherence are shown in Table A1.
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